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Abstract-5G connectivity, big data, and artificial intelligence, open-pit intelligent transport systems based on autonomous cars 

have become a trend in the construction of smart mines with the advancement of IoT technology. Traditional open-pit mining 

systems, which often cause vehicle delays and congestion, are controlled by human authority. In an open-pit mine, several 

sensors are used to operate unmanned cars. We enhance vehicle tracks and, using big sensor data, build an efficient, intelligent 

transport system. Based on large amounts of data, such as vehicle information, vehicle GPS data, production plan data, etc., a 

multi-object, intelligent scheduling model of open-pit mine unmanned vehicles were developed to reduce transportation costs, 

total unmanned vehicle time, and the rate of content fluctuation. The current output of the open-floor mine is reliable. The 

next thing we use to solve our planning problem is artificial intelligence algorithms. To improve the convergence, distribution, 

and diversity of the classic, rapidly non-dominated genetic trial algorithm, to solve limited high-dimensional multiobjective 

problems, we propose a decomposition-based restricted genetic algorithm for dominance (DBCDP-NSGA-II). 

 

Keywords- i5G, Open-Pit Mine, Intelligent Transportation System, Unmanned Driving, Intelligent Scheduling, Traffic Big 

Data.

 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Factors such as numerous workflow sections, tough 

environments, and diverse working conditions constrain 

open-pit mines. Unmentioned development is an obstacle 

to intelligent and unmentioned mining, and current open-

pit exploration is still in its infancy—unmentioned 

production.Figure1 also shows vehicles waiting in line and 

decreases output efficiency significantly[1].To increase 
vehicle operation effectiveness,different variables such as 

vehicles, crushing stations, ear grades (ear content), etc. 

must be considered in-depth to schedule the operation of 

vehicles 

 

Itineraries (Figure2). The Rio Tinto Group is a world-

leading mining and automated drivecompany [2]. Rio 

Tinto In 2018, the Rio Tinto Group was the first 

unmanned vehicle batch to operate in 1,700 kilometers, 

raising the speed of unmanned iron oil vehicles by 6 

percent and decreasing the effect of shifting drivers[3]. 
 

Komatsu is implementing a Global Positioning System 

(GPS) system, loading a huge unmanned 100-ton mining 

dump truck and conducting testing on Kalimantan 

Island[4]. In Stobie Mine, Canadian International Nickel 

has developed an underground communication device for 

research. The scrapers, boiling plants, and underground 

cars of the mine were all unknown, and employees operate 

the machines remotely on the site. No need to set up 

underground workers [5] is essentially required. In the 

interest to reduce the cost of mining by 10% Australian 
Micromine has built a PITRAM Web-based online remote 

mining application system [6].  

 

 
Fig 1. Vehicles waiting for unloading. 

 

Fig 2. A basic abstract model of open-pit mine vehicle 

scheduling. 
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Open-pit unfamiliar driving technology has achieved a 

breakthrough with the rapid growth of 5G, advanced 
computing, big data, artificial intelligence, and other 

developments. Centralized processing and long-distance 

transmission of cloud computing can cause network 

congestion, and data cannot be obtained quickly enough to 

meet users' real-time needs[8], particularly in scenarios 

that are delay-sensitive.Multiple sensors that hold 

unmanaged vehicles constantly collect and produce vast 

quantities of data about the external environment. Every 

few seconds, unmanned vehicles can produce GB-level 

data that presents challenges in measuring and storing the 

vehicle itself. The need for accurate data reply [9] is strong 

for unipersonal driving in open-pit mines. The 5G network 
offers a secure signal link in open-pit mines[10] compared 

to 4G and Wi-Fi. 

 

We can deploy 5G high speed, low latency, and highly 

accurate guidance, positioning, road scheduling, tasks 

scheduling, movement monitoring, fusion information, 

and other edge applications. These applications have high 

demands for running equipment and cannot be measured 

directly on mobile devices with limited resources. It is an 

efficient method for migration through computational 

migration technology to rich areas of resources or remote 
clouds for certain computationally complex multi-target 

optimizing algorithms. Smart manufacturing and operating 

management for a mine open-pit unmanned truck 

dispatching device will help with the powerful computing 

capacity of edge computing [13].  

 

The open-pit scheduling system requires, as shown in 

Figure3, a collection of network computer nodes (service, 

base station, mobile terminal, user computer, different 

monitoring terminals, etc.). Unmanned scheduling system. 

The communication bandwidth between various nodes is 

very small and heterogeneous in edge calculation 
scenarios, and different computer nodes support a variety 

of computing capabilities. Edge computing links network 

computing devices and nodes communicate directly or 

indirectly, reducing remote transmission time 

significantly. 

 

Data can be processed locally in a decentralized network 

as well as other regional nodes [15]. Network nodes can 

perform functions like offloading computation, caching, 

and processing data, and management of mobility [16].The 

integrated 5G, BDC, and artificial intelligence algorithms 
allow independent driving and independent path design for  

Open-pit driverless vehicles.This means the use of 5G.  

 

Nonlinear equation systems (NES) are used in many 

fields, including electrical systems, machining, neural 

networks, design recognition, planning of output, network 

communication, portfolios of investment, image 

processing, etc. The solution of NESs has therefore 

become a very interesting subject for science.This paper 

poses an NES problem fundamentally for the car 

scheduling of vehicles (multiobjective optimization 

problem).  

Fig 3. An open-pit mine vehicle scheduling system based 

on 5G. 

 
There are currently several NES solving algorithms, which 

can be simply divided into two types: conventional 

optimization and intelligent optimization. The traditional 

optimized NES solving algorithms typically involve 

iterative methods based on gradient knowledge, such as 

combinations of gradients method, Newton method, 

Newton's pseudo method, steepest descent method, etc. 

These methods rely on the initial point being chosen. The 

source cannot be identified if the original point is not 

properly chosen. Because of the necessity for gradient 

knowledge, only differential functions can be 

implemented, and the optimal local solution can be easily 
achieved. More significantly, only one root can be located 

in a single run. The smart optimization algorithm is a 

group-based optimization algorithm that simultaneously 

searches from several spots and does not visibly 

parallelize it. And the demands for the initial item are not 

strong and yet apply in non-differentiable NESs. The 

range of solutions is wide, effective,and robust. This 

makes it much simpler to solve NESs and resolves 

conventional algorithms of optimization.  

 

The use of smart optimization algorithms to solve NESs 
has thus gained growing popularity, and in recent years it 

has become a point of study for students at home and 

elsewhere. To address NESs, Gao, et al.[17] developed a 

two-phaseTPEA Evolutionary Algorithm. NESs are 

transformed into single goal optimization problems in this 

Algorithm. In the first point, the niched NCDE is used to 

create a diversity index based on the Gaussian kernel 

function to retain population diversity to achieve the 

balance between convergence and diversity. NCDE and 

NSGA-II generate alternately high-quality candidate 

solutions in unique iterations. The second stage is to 

identify promising fields (including areas where an 
optimal solution can be found) and to uptimes identify the 

NES root as a local search algorithm employing D.E. 

(differential evolution).  
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On a more efficient basis, Gong et al. [18] suggested a 

weight-based bi-objective optimization algorithm (A-
Web) based on MONES (multiobjective optimization of 

nonlinear equation systems). This Algorithm randomly 

produces the weight value in the goal function from 0 to 1. 

Two search algorithms are combined during the 

optimization process, SHADE (success-history-based 

differential evolution adaptation parameter) and NSGA-II, 

to generate offspring by mutation. The parameters are 

adapted to improve search accuracy during this process. 

The preference of individuals depends on the ranking that 

is not dominated. The HCMOIWO (hybrid cooperative 

IWO) Algorithm was proposed by Ojha [19]. 

 
The population of this Algorithm is broken down into two 

equal-size subpopulations, with each subpopulation 

corresponding to an objective function, which is centered 

on IWO and STS (space transformations) for each 

subpopulation's analysis, which then combines all the 

subpopulations. In terms of optimizing open-pit mines and 

transport planning and operational theories, some studies 

have concentrated on their randomness, using simulation 

and theory of queuing to model and evaluate the problem. 

The theory of queuing has been used. A computer 

simulation model was proposed by Gu Q. et al. [20] to 
check the optimization effects of an open-pit mining 

model mathematical programming and concluded that the 

addition of vehicles does not inherently maximize mining 

activities.  

 

Currently, most research is based on the single-target 

model on open-pit mine schedules, whereas theoretical 

research on the multi-target intelligent dispatch model is 

less common. The current approach to multiobjective 

vehicles is most often targeted at two objective functions 

with the slightest deviations, namely revenue, transport 

costs, or vehicle use. The grade is used as a condition of 
constraint, although the grade limit can easily lead to a 

small or zero number of optimal solutions. The current 

multi-target model of vehicle scheduling has, therefore, 

not solved many practical problems with planning for 

vehicles. This article focuses on vehicle transport costs, a 

minimum total queuing period, and minimum degree 

volatility as the objective in the light of the above 

problems, to use unmanned vehicle freight unit reasonably 

to bring about cost savings and improved production in 

open-pit mining companies and to meet the requirements 

of multi-target vehicle scheduling management. A 
multiobjective intelligent scheduling model was created to 

carry out the intelligent dispatch of new driverless open-

pit mining vehicles, using the modified NSGA-II 

calculation method, a de-composure restriction-dominated 

model. The results show that our proposed multi-target 

scheduling model and smart solving Algorithm can help 

minimize transport costs, waiting for times, and variations 

in mineral grades. 

 

Besides, our proposed scheduler will benefit from some of 

the above strategies used to contribute to the overall 
scheduling. However, this paper deals with timing. Given 

the above, it is possible to summarize the contribution of 

this document as follows. A new algorithm for 

programming is proposed to improve the cell user's 

efficiency. The Algorithm proposed is an extension to the 

equal proportional scheduler. It is based in particular on 

the probable substitution of a cell-centered user in some 

R.B.s by a cell-bound user, where the likelihood of 

allocation shifts dynamically through R.B.s according to a 

sampling principle without a substitute to give cell 

boundary users a chance to program and use R.B.s. 

However, this chance could decay to prevent poor device 
usage if critical R.B.s are allocated to cell-edge cell users 

with poor signal strengths. 

 

We have a low complexity in our scheduler and are 

appropriate for all TTIs. Our proposed scheduler aims to 

increase cellular efficiency while preserving the necessary 

performance for cell-centered users to continue to reach an 

acceptable performance level. 

 

II. OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR 

SCHEDULING 

 
A new package programming technique is introduced to 

boost the efficiency of cellular-edge users or users with 

weak channel conditions in general. An extension to the 
proportional equal scheduler is the proposed Algorithm. It 

is focused in particular on the probabilistic substitution of 

a cell-centered user by a cell-based user at certain R.B.s, 

where the likelihood for allocation varies dynamically 

through R.B.s to allow cell-based users the opportunity to 

prepare and use those R.B.s. This risk should decay 

gracefully to prevent poor use of the infrastructure when 

cellular end users with poor signal quality are allocated 

large R.B.s.  

 

This can be provided to all cellular users or a chosen sub-
company of cell-edge users by network operators 

according to certain conditions (such as fees in exchange). 

The core network controller, therefore, categorizes a user 

as the functionality user (FU), i.e., a user who may benefit 

from the proposed scheduler by testing for two conditions 

at each TTI. The following can be summed up—these 

conditions. 

 

F.U. classification criteria: 

1. Classifying users between cell center and cell edge is 

very critical:(Obligatory) Classification is very important. 

If the instance of a consumer is below any threshold, it's 
seen as a cell-edge. As mentioned in [21], this threshold 

value is the fifth percentile point of the total cell 

throughput. To calculate instantaneous user efficiency, 

CQI reports are used. Only such consumers are liable for 

enhanced service requests. 
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2. The customer agrees to pay extra charges for the 
enhanced service:As was done in [22,24], based on the 

reported use of R.B.s, operators may decide to associate 

the level of device output given to users to price. Today 

most operators use fixed-price models that set the users' 

constant rental fees per time or bit rate consumed. This 

works well for scheduling schemes that enforce blind 

justice for users/connections without prioritizing users 

suffering from degraded channel conditions (e.g., cell-

edge users). Operators should then use the proposed 

timetable technologies using different price schemes to 

align featured users (which gain more throughput rights 

and extra R.B.s) with unfeatured users (who lose some 
resources). 

 

The strategy suggested uses two-tier preparation. The P.F. 

schedulation is implemented at the first level to define a 

PF-user that can use the R.B. A second timetable stage is 

then likely to assess if this R.B. should be assigned to the 

chosen P.F. user or one of the F.U. In contrast to the 

traditional P.F. schedule[24], which selects the candidates 

to use R.B. based on its ratio from the current 

instantaneous and cumulative average user output, our 

Algorithm involves placing the select P.F. user with all 
F.U.s, which are possibly poor in signal intensity, in the 

second round of competition for RB (cell-based 

customers). The option between P.F. and F.U. is likely to 

be complex in terms of the selection chances of finding the 

balance between increasing cell-based user efficiency and 

minimizing overall device performance. We first make the 

following descriptions to explain the specifics of our 

proposed algorithms. 

 

 The cell F.U.s set is denoted as {FU1, FU2..., FUN} 

where N corresponds to the cell's number of F.U.s. 

 The available cell R.B.s set per TTI are indicated as 
{RB1, RB2,..., RBM}, with M being the cell number of 

R.B.s. 

 The appropriate minimum chance of choosing the RB1 

PF candidate is indicated as P(P.F.). This is a design 

parameter that the network operator can define. P[P.F.] 

will be analyzed later to assess the overall system 

performance. 

 PF_C is indicated as the initial number of chances of an 

RB1 PF consumer. 

 FU_Ci is indicated as the initial number of chances for 

RB1 FUi. 
 

The total number of RB1 odds could therefore be defined 

as:  

 
 

We assume that each F.U. has the same number K of 

initial chances of being selected for the first R.B. (i.e., 

RB1). In other words, initially,  

 

FU_Ci = K; for i= 1; 2; ... ;N  (1) 

We describe instructions for selecting the K scaling factor 
to achieve the best results. Therefore it is straightforward 

to see that the initial likelihood to pick a P.F. candidate for 

the first R.B. (i.e., RB1) is given by PF_C/(PF_C + N.K.) 

as the probability of a user's selection is determined by 

dividing this number of opportunities by the total number 

of chances for that user. 

 

Since the minimum initial likelihood to pick a 

P.F.consumer (forRB1) is P(P.F.), the following criterion 

should be fulfilled in terms of the number of opportunities: 

           (2) 

The latter implies that PF_C, the initial number of chances 

for the P.F. user at RB1, will be set according to:  

 

            (3) 

During the first R.B., the P.F. and F.U. candidates are 

chosen according to their chances of initialization, 
according to(1) and (3), respectively. For each other R.B., 

the chances of selection are modified to the statistical 

definition of non-replacement sampling (SWR). In 

particular, in one R.B., the consumer has chosen either 

given a lower chance/likelihood or even eliminated from 

the competition for the next R.B., etc.As a result,the next 

R.B.s provide more options for users not chosen for an 

R.B. If all chances (PF_CandallFU_Ci) are zero,PF_C 

andFU_Ci respectively are reset to (1) and (3). The loop 

goes on until users use all R.B.s. The general Algorithm 

for programming can be summarized below (for each cell 
at the beginning of each TTI). 

 
It ensures the use of additional R.B.s to boost their 

efficiency and prevent throttling by users who have 
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historically been subject to lower instantaneous rates 

(including cell-edge operators). The stolen P.F. user's 
R.B.s are eventually replaced by other cell users who have 

increased performance dynamically so that the allocated 

bandwidth is not seriously affected. This goal was upheld 

and illustrated, as seen in the section results and review. 

 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 
In the system-level simulator Vienna LTE, the proposed 

Algorithm is built on top of MATLAB. LTE Release-8 

supports the used bandwidth scheme and carrier 

frequency. The other parameters have been chosen to be 

consistent and to apply to the device bandwidth used in a 

practical environment. We believe that all cell-based users 

can be treated as F.U.s without losing generality. If any 
cellular users fail to pay for better output in compliance 

with the additional price, this would mean a reduction in 

the number of controlled users. Therefore the average 

throughput for the other users is even higher than the 

result in the next segment in each group (cell-centric and 

cell-bound). 

 

1. Assessing the Initial Scaling Factor: 

The first analysis is carried out in the EUFS algorithm on 

the best value for the first number of chances (K). Our 

empirical method is based on experiments with a large 
spectrum of values for K and then selects the best value 

for the rest of the paper's experiments. The selection of K 

depends on the performance of the cell-edge users; 

however, in the following experiments, the impact of the 

EUFS Algorithm on cell center users is discussed in detail. 

Photo.4 displays average cellular-edge user efficiency (on 

the y-axis) using different K values (on the x-axis) in 

comparison with their average throughputs achieved 

through a static likelihood approach. According to (1), K 

stands for each cell-edge user for the first opportunity (i.e., 

FU_Ci). 

 

Fig 4. Average performance concerning EUFS for cell-

side users using fixed probabilities across different Ks 

concerning average performance for cell-edge. 

 

To preserve a fixed initial likelihood for P.F. user P(P.F.) 

during the K adjustment, the scaling K indicates an 
effective P.F. user scaling (i.e., P.F. C). In the first RB0, 

P(P.F.) is the only effective factor for the cell-edge or cell-

centric consumer assignment of RB0. The option of K will 

take place in the following R.B.s. However, as there are 

various possibilities for adaptation after each R.B., Small 

K values (i.e.,K << R.B.s) mean that the total number of 

odds for the various R.B.s is suddenly modified. While 

this will guarantee the alternation between cell-based users 

and cell-centered users from one R.B. to the next, the 

Algorithm will rapidly run out of opportunities and will 

reinitiate the odds of the changes outlined in the EUFS 

section (e) all because the total chances (e.g., UEC) are 
directly proportional to K. While it will guarantee the 

change in likelihood. Thus, due to the very regular reset of 

the total number of R.B.s, static likelihood is effectively 

performed. As shown in Fig., still with K = 1.  

 

The assignment of dynamic probabilities by EUFS 

increases efficiency by about 20% over static probabilities. 

The machine memory for small K values is shallow, which 

means a more fixed likelihood behavior.During K, the 

deeper memory is retained, and the users are allocated 

more adaptive R.B. A better result is then obtained. And 
from the other side, the extreme case of the K value 

increased in comparison with that of R.B.s (i.e., K >> 

R.B.s number) implies that any user (edge-user or cell-

center user) has too much initial chance. This further 

decreases the efficacy of the dynamic probability 

algorithm (EUFS) as only one chance is removed from the 

full probabilities for each R.B. The effect of the dynamic 

probability shifts through R.B.s is low with a very high 

total chance, and the Algorithm gets closer to the static 

probability allocation again. Illustration.4 shows that K = 

140 achieves the optimum efficiency. We, therefore, 

decide not to break from the key goals of these 
experiments but to take this value of K for the EUFS 

algorithm into consideration in the following experiments. 

In other words, the proposed Algorithm is to be contrasted 

with modern algorithms while retaining a fixed scaling 

factor. 

 

2. Assessing the Throughput: 

Then the average output is evaluated by all cell-centered 

users, thus reducing the likelihood of P.F. candidates. As 

in the figure shown.5, for cell-based users, the average 

throughput of a pure P.F.scheduler (on the y-axis) 
decreases sublinearly as the likelihood allocated to the P.F. 

candidate is decreased (on the x-axis). By reducing the 

likelihood of P.F. candidates, cellular users are given more 

R.B.s, and cell center users with fewer R.B.s than a pure 

P.F. scheduler are given. The proposed EUFS Algorithm 

ensures that the sum of R.B.s from conventional P.P. 

candidates to be provided to cellular edge users is not such 

a degrading factor since these R.B.s are drawn in a 

distributive manner to ensure that the losses are not 

concentrated into one or few users that could result in the 
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deterioration of their accounts. It is also shown in Fig.5 

that the largest decrease to all cell-centric users throughput 
occurs at the lowest probability for P.F. candidates.   

 

Fig 5. Comparative analysis for cellular/cellular users with 

various scheduling algorithms and fixed user numbers. 

 

Concerning the EUFS algorithm, the cell-centered user 

performance drop by approximately 25% was set by the 

first likelihood for P.F. candidates at 82%. As the 

likelihood of P.F. candidates is increased above 70 
percent, this reduction is reduced to around 10 percent.The 

best compromise is to allocate probabilities to pf 

candidates from 80 percent to 90 percent by analyzing the 

output of both cell and cell center users while adjusting the 

likelihood of P.F. candidates. This increases the average 

throughput for cell-edge users to about 150% while 

reducing the average throughput for cell-centric users by 

only about 10%.Operators could decide to further improve 

the cell-edge performance on the cost of additional 

degradation for the cell-centric user performance. To 

achieve that, operators could use higher probabilities for 
P.F. candidates, as demonstrated in the experiments. 

 

Photo.5 also shows that in all cases of used P.F. 

probabilities, our proposed Algorithm is clearly above the 

weighted SNR algorithm[15].Our Algorithm prevents 

users from getting a significant effect when switching 

from any R.B. to the next by readjusting the probabilities. 

The weighted SNR algorithm, however, doesn't preserve 

the adaptability necessary by using fixed weights in TTI, 

causing an aggressive user distribution of the R.B.s. When 

monitoring the average cell-centered user output as seen in 

the image, this behavior is repeated. 5. 
 

Besides, Fig. 5 shows that in all cases of P.F. probabilities 

used, our proposed EUFS exceeds the dynamic 

P.F.algorithm [16]. The modification of user schedule 

priorities is based on averaging user SINR, which is less 

effective in dynamic P.F. than using instantaneous user 

flow, as used in the Algorithm proposed. Finally, for 

different user counts, the average performance of all 

considered cellular-edge users (functional users) was 

observed. To this end, we retain the P.F. candidate's initial 

probabilities at 80%.   

Fig 6. Performance comparison for cell-edge users using 

different scheduling algorithms and a variable number of 
users 

 

Illustration.6 shows the average sell-side user per P.F. 

scheduler in various scheduling techniques (y-axis) as 

compared with the number of cell-side users (X-axis) per 

cell.6 shows the average sell-side user performance. Other 

algorithms in all E.U. number/cell values are superior to 

our suggested EUFS Algorithm. If we compare EUFS with 

the P.F. algorithm, we could observe a higher increase in 

the mean throughput at fewer U.E.s/cells, as compared to 

the higher U.E.s/cells ratio. For example, the average cell 
performance of 10UEs/ cell is about 150 percent compared 

to P.F. For cell-edged users with EUFS algorithms. At 60 

U.E.s / cell, the average performance is only 

approximately 125 percent for cell-end users who use the 

EUFS Algorithm compared with P.F. As explained before, 

the EUFS algorithm guarantees that more R.B.s are given 

to cell-edge users compared to the pure P.F. scheduler, 

which adds to their achieved throughput. 

 

Illustration.6 also suggests that the Algorithm proposed by 

us is better than the weighted SNR algorithm, as EUFS 

implies the dynamic possibility of movement from one 
R.B. to another by readjusting the likelihood. However, 

fixed weights are applied in the T.I. in the weighted SNR 

algorithm that does not sustain the necessary change, 

forcing the users to actively distribute the R.B.s. Besides, 

Fig.6 shows that our proposed EUFS Algorithm exceeds 

the dynamic P.F. algorithm, since it appears to be less 

effective than user instantaneous throughput, as is used in 

our proposed Algorithm, for user scheduling preferences 

to be based on the user's average SINR - as carried out 

with dynamic P.F. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
In contrast to the P.F. planner used in LTE, the proposed 

Algorithm has demonstrated better efficiency for cell 

users. Moreover, the side effects of a decrease in R.B.s 
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that they are supposed to follow in P.F. technology are 

limited to cell-centric users' efficiency. For featured and 
unsuited users, a comparison of results with LTE's leading 

scheduling technique was quantitatively assessed. 

Experiments have shown that the best deal is to give P.F. 

candidates probabilities from 80% to 90% to increase the 

average performance of beneficial users by some 150%.  

As a result, the average non-beneficial consumer 

performance is only reduced to around 10%. Our COMP 

and joint scheduling strategies may further benefit from 

our Algorithm to improve device efficiency among all 

users. 
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